Hatchet Chapters 6 9 Quiz
chapter 6-10 questions - mr. polsky - chapter questions hatchet chapter 6 1. describe brian's new shelter.
2. why does brian decide to eat before constructing the lean-to? 3. explain why the author writes the word
secret with a capital or uppercase letter. 4. why does brian stay close to the lake while searching for food? 5.
using brian's description, find out what type of bird was ... hatchet: chapters 6-9 - mrs. rametta's 5th
grade - name date hatchet: chapters 6-9 choose 10 of the 20 questions to answer. use full sentences. review
1. why is fire a guard? 2. what did brian find to eat when he looked around after the crash? hatchet by gary
paulsen - gretna - chapters seven and eight an antonym is a word that has a meaning opposite to a meaning
of another word. for each of the following words, write an antonym. word antonym 1. apparent pg. 72 2. crude
pg. 67 3. doze pg. 77 4. fierce pg. 68 5. gorge pg. 69 6. imbedded pg. 80 7. indicated pg. 71 8. receded pg. 66
9. slit pg. 65 10. unit: hatchet - louisianabelieves - english language arts, grade 6: hatchet 66 unit: hatchet
anchor text hatchet, gary paulsen (literary) related texts . literary texts (fiction) • “in which the autumn
provides food and loneliness” and “in ... chapters 6-8 and “help me make it through the night” (sample tasks)
... unit: hatchet - louisiana believes - lesson 5 hatchet chapters 9-10 lesson 6 hatchet chapters 11-13
lesson 7 ^in which the autumn provides food and loneliness and in which we all learn about halloween _ from
my side of the mountain lesson 8 hatchet chapters 14-15 (sample tasks) lesson 9 hatchet chapters 16-18
(sample tasks) lesson 10 hatchet chapters 19 and the practice of slowing ... a t eaching u nit for hatchet sandtpublications - hatchet test on chapters 6- 10 . 1. brian feels _____ toward his mother. a. sorrow b. anger
c. support d. hurt . there were tall pines, the kind with no limbs until very close to the top, with a gentle breeze
sighing in them, but not too much low brush. 2. which word in this passage creates personification? a. tall b.
limbs c. gentle hatchet chapters 7 8 - doralacademyprep - hatchet chapters 7 - 8 1. brian woke in the
middle of the night _____. a) when an opossum climbed over him b) with a terrible stomach ache c) when he
had a nightmare d) after hearing a plane 2. what caused brian to get sick? a) brian was sunburned. b) brian
vomited because of the pain from the cut on his leg. c) brian ate too many berries. hatchet by gary paulsen
student comprehension guide - hatchet by gary paulsen student comprehension guide dear students, we
will be exploring the novel hatchet, by gary paulsen, for the next several weeks. along the way, you will learn
about surviving in the wilderness. ... chapters 6 & 7, p. 64, p. 67-70, and p.73-75) what is there to eat? 1. why
did brian get so sick? 2. what did brian see his ...
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